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Welcome

to the 2014 CHAMPS/NWRPCA
Fall Primary Care Conference!
We’re so pleased that you’ve joined us during a critical
and exciting time and believe you’ll find the conference
sessions to be timely, insightful, informative, and inspiring.
We’ve designed workshop and plenary sessions that
address the cross-cutting issues we face as we continue to
implement the Affordable Care Act, transform fully into
patient-centered medical homes, and generally work to
improve the healthcare delivery system and sustainable
models of care.
We’ve much to learn from each other and from what’s
happening in Region 18* and nationally. Our planned
networking events will give you an opportunity to talk
with your peers and colleagues and share challenges and
triumphs, so please be sure to take advantage of those
special opportunities.
This conference is the product of many minds and hands;
we’re grateful to all the individuals and organizations that
participated in the conference planning process and to
those who provided financial support. The generosity of
our members, partners and associates is truly remarkable.
We’re especially grateful for our continued partnership with
the Western Clinicians Network.
We hope this conference gives you a chance to learn, meet
new people, reconnect with old friends, share ideas, and
prepare for the important work ahead. Enjoy your time
here in the Mile High City of Denver, and please give our
CHAMPS and NWRPCA staff the opportunity to help
you in any way we can.

Julie Hulstein		
Executive Director
CHAMPS 		

Bruce Gray
Chief Executive Officer
NWRPCA

* The regional PCAs of Regions VIII and X, when working together in a
mutually agreeable partnership, have adopted the nickname “Region 18.” This
is our way of embracing our more than 20 years as strong, effective partners
on behalf of the health centers of the two regions.
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NWRPCA’s Annual Sponsors
GOLD

SILVER

Conference Champion Sponsor

Conference Advocate Sponsor

Conference Supporter Sponsors

Other Conference Sponsors
Bag Sponsor: CaptureRx
Key Card Sponsor: PTSO
Session and Track Sponsors:
PointCare
Jones & Roth, CPAs
COPE REMS
RCHN

We are grateful
for the support of our sponsors

CONFERENCE AGENDA at a glance

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Concurrent Sessions
8:30am–12:00pm

Concurrent Sessions
8:30am–12:00pm

Break with Exhibitors
10:00am–10:30am

Break with Exhibitors
10:00am–10:30am

Keynote Plenary
8:30am–10:30am
Confluence Ballroom

Fall Conference '15
Planning Meeting
7:30am–8:15am
Welton Room

Lunch on Own
12:00pm–1:30pm

Lunch on Own or BOD
Roundtable Lunch or
Clinicians Roundtable
Lunch
12:00pm–1:30pm

Conference Registration
and Breakfast
7:30am–8:30am
Ballroom Foyer

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm–5:00pm
Break with Exhibitors
3:00pm–3:30pm
NWRPCA Board of
Directors Meeting
5:00pm–7:00pm
Horace Tabor

Conference Registration
and Breakfast
7:30am–8:30am
Ballroom Foyer

Conference Registration
and Breakfast
7:30am–8:30am
Ballroom Foyer

Break with Exhibitors
10:30am–11:00am
Concurrent Sessions
11:00am–12:30pm

Conference Registration
and Breakfast
7:30am–8:30am
Ballroom Foyer

Concurrent Sessions
8:30am–10:00am
Break with Exhibitors
10:00am–10:30am

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm–5:00pm

CHC Site Tour to Clinica
Family Health Services
11:00am–3:00pm
Meet in hotel lower lobby

Break with Exhibitors
3:00pm–3:30pm

Lunch on Own
12:30pm–1:30pm

CHAMPS Board of
Directors Meeting
5:15pm–6:45pm
Molly Brown

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm–3:00pm

Dessert Break with
Exhibitors
1:00pm–1:30pm

Dessert Break with
Exhibitors
3:00pm–3:30pm

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm–3:00pm

Welcome Reception
6:30pm–8:30pm
Augusta Room

Concurrent Sessions
3:30pm–5:00pm
Exhibitor Reception
5:00pm–6:00pm
Ballroom Foyer
Dialogue with NACHC
6:00pm–7:00pm
Lawrence A

Concurrent Sessions
10:30am–12:00pm
Roundtable Lunches
12:00pm–1:00pm

Dessert Break with
Exhibitors
3:00pm–3:30pm
Closing Plenary and
Drawing for Prizes
3:30pm–5:00pm
Confluence Ballroom

Funding for this conference was made possible in part by the Bureau of Primary Health Care. The views expressed in written conference materials or publications and by speakers and moderators do not necessarily
reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human Services, nor does mention of trade names, commercial practices or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.
Attendance at or participation in our conference constitutes an agreement by the registrant or participant to the use and distribution (both now and in the future) by CHAMPS/NWRPCA of the attendee/
participant’s image and/or voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions and audiotapes of the conference for educational and marketing use.
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Plenary speakers
Opening Plenary
Tuesday, October 21

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Michael Lovdal, Partner at Oliver Wyman, has over 30 years'

experience providing strategic planning assistance to clients. His
varied experience includes leading a review of mission, goals
and performance objectives for a major midwestern hospital
that helped align the medical and management staff behind
new market positioning; and leading numerous marketing and
organization projects in support of a new strategic direction for a
health agency of the federal government.
Mike started his career as a CPA, and has served on the faculties of the Harvard
Business School and M.I.T.’s Sloan School of Management, teaching courses in
corporate strategy and business policy. His publications, which have appeared in
Harvard Business Review, Directorship, Management Review, and Director’s Monthly,
include articles on planning, corporate governance and entrepreneurship.
A national expert in organizational partnering and positioning, he will speak on
"The Changing U.S. Health Landscape," highlighting the impact on and value
creation potential for FQHCs / CHCs in the new landscape.

PLENARY SPEAKERS
Kim Gillan, Regional Director, Region VIII Dept. of Health and Human Services
Jim Macrae, Associate Administrator for Primary Health Care, HRSA, DHHS
Dan Hawkins, Senior Vice President of Public Policy & Research, NACHC

Closing Plenary
Wednesday, October 22

GUEST SPEAKER
Julian Perez, MD, has worked as a family physician at Sea

Mar’s Burien Medical Clinic since 2007. Previously, he worked
for three years at Sea Mar’s Seattle Medical Clinic. Dr.
Perez earned a Bachelor’s degree in Zoology and a minor in
Spanish from the University of Idaho. He earned a Doctor of
Medicine degree from the University of Washington School
of Medicine in 2004. He completed his family-medicine
residency in 2007 with Swedish Family Medicine, Cherry Hill Campus, in Seattle.
Dr. Perez’s philosophy of care is that health is a human right for all. He is an
advocate for universal health care for all and supports the community health
center model as the instrument for achieving this goal. Dr. Perez has played
a major role in helping to integrate a social determinants of health framework
within Sea Mar, including helping to create a patient social needs intake form and
establishing a medical-legal partnership.
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Continuing Dental Education (CDE)
This program has been approved
by the PACE program provided
by the Academy of General
Dentistry. The formal education programs are accepted by
the Academy for Fellowship,
Mastership and Membership Maintenance credit.
Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or
provincial board of dentistry.
Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
NWRPCA is registered with the
National Association of State
Boards of Accountancy (NASBA)
as a sponsor of continuing
professional education on the
National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of
accountancy have final authority on the acceptance
of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints
regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to
the National Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth
Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN, 372192417. Website: www.nasba.org.
Continuing Nursing Education (CNE)
Continuing Nursing credit will be awarded through
Migrant Clinicians Network. Migrant Clinicians
Network is accredited as a provider of continuing
nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.
Continuing Human Resources Education
NWRPCA has applied for
approval for certification credit
hours toward Professional in
Human Resources (PHR) and
Senior Professional in Human
Resources (SPHR) recertification through the Human Resource Certification
Institute (HRCI). For more information about
certification or recertification, please visit the HRCI
homepage at www.hrci.org.
Continuing Medical Education (CME)
Application for CME credit has been filed with
the American Academy of Family Physicians.
Determination of credit is pending. Past
conferences have offered up to 25.5 credit hours.
Continuing Governance Credit (GOV)
NACHC will allow credit for NWRPCA
Governance Credits (up to 6 credit hours) applied
toward the NACHC Governance Certificate. To
receive GOV credits you must be officially enrolled
in the NACHC Board Governance Program
(via iMIS) before the governance credits can be
applied. Please contact Narine Hovnanian at
nhovnanian@nachc.com for more information.
SPEAKER DISCLOSURES:
»» Patricia Robinson, Springer, New Harbinger
»» Adele Alison, Greenway Health
»» Rebecca Johnson, Health Center Solutions, Inc.

Meet our sponsors and exhibitors
A.T. Still University NWRPCA Campus

www.atsu.edu/soma
The A.T. Still University - NWRPCA campus is an osteopathic
medical program with a unique focus on training future physicians in rural and underserved areas across Region X. Students
train at CHCs, hospitals and clinics in the region, with aims
that they may return to these communities for future practice.
nkanithi@atsu.edu
(503) 504-1014

American Cancer Society, Great West Division

www.cancer.org
The Great West Division of the American Cancer Society’s
Primary Care Team will be providing resources for Primary
Care Associations, Primary Care Providers, and community
health settings. Our division supports community health settings and PCAs in the following states: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon,
Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
jane.harris@cancer.org
(720) 524-5446

athenahealth

www.athenahealth.com
athenahealth is a leading provider of cloud-based services for
EHR, practice management and care coordination, named
the Best in KLAS #1 Overall Software Vendor for 2013.
With a cloud-based network of more than 50,000 providers,
athenahealth helps caregivers thrive through change and stay
focused on patient care.
info@athenahealth.com
(800) 981-5084

BKD, LLP

www.bkd.com
BKD, LLP, a national CPA and advisory firm, helps people
and businesses realize their goals. Our dedicated professionals
offer solutions for clients in all 50 states and internationally.
BKD and its subsidiaries offer clients a variety of services
in accounting, audit and assurance, tax, risk management,
technology, corporate finance, forensic and valuation services
and wealth management.
aking@bkd.com
(303) 861-4545

California Primary Care Association

www.cpca.org
The California Primary Care Association (CPCA) is the
statewide leader and recognized voice representing the interests of California Community Clinics and Health Centers
(CCHCs) and their patients. CPCA represents more than
1,000 not-for-profit CCHCs and Regional Clinic Associations who provide comprehensive, quality health care
services, particularly for low-income, uninsured and underserved Californians who might otherwise not have access to
health care.
kcimino@cpca.org
(916) 440-8170

Capital Link

www.caplink.org

CaptureRx

www.capturerx.com

Avazzia

www.avazzia.com
AVAZZIA is an ISO13485 certified, FDA registered medical
device manufacturer in Dallas, Texas. Their patented Biofeedback Electro-Stimulation Technology (BEST) devices
and accessories are hand-held, non-invasive, non-pharmaceutical technological microcurrent innovations cleared by
the FDA for symptomatic relief and management of chronic,
intractable pain, and adjunctive treatment in the management of post-surgical and post-traumatic pain.
bsoong@avazzia.com
(214) 575-2820

NWRPCA member
CHAMPS member

V
S

NWRPCA featured vendor
Sponsor
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Cardinal Health

www.CardinalHealth.com
Cardinal Health Community Health Center programs are
designed and created specifically for healthcare facilities like
yours. Serving the patient is your main priority, and that’s why
our solutions help you improve patient access, increase quality
of care and find revenue to put back into your community.
CommunityHealthCenters@CardinalHealth.com

CliftonLarsonAllen

S

www.claconnect.com
CliftonLarsonAllen assists federally qualified health centers,
hospitals, senior living communities and the individuals who
lead them. From offices coast to coast, our professionals
practice in specific industries to deliver audit, tax, consulting, and outsourcing capabilities best aligned with our
clients' needs.
kyla.delgado@claconnect.com
(425) 250-6082

Colorado Community Health Network

S

www.cchn.org
The Colorado Community Health Network (CCHN) is the
unified voice for Colorado’s 18 Community Health Centers
(CHCs) and their patients. CHCs provide a health care home
for almost 650,000 of their community members – more than
one in eight people in Colorado - from 60 of the state’s 64
counties. Without CHCs, hundreds of thousands of Colorado’s
low-income families and individuals would have no regular
source of health care. CCHN’s mission is to increase access to
high quality health care for people in need in Colorado.
(303) 861-5165

Community Link Consulting

Coverys

www.coverys.com
Coverys is one of the nation’s leading medical professional
liability insurance companies. We cover more than 25,000
physicians, surgeons, dentists, certified nurse midwives and
allied healthcare providers, as well as more than 500 hospitals across the nation.
mstuart@coverys.com
(425) 310-7211

Dentrix-Enterprise

Enterprise is the leading electronic dental record (EDR) software used in community health Dentrix®centers. Whether you
are looking for a complete practice management system with
integrated EDR or simply adding an EDR to connect in realtime with a current medical EHR solution — Dentrix Enterprise
is your strategic technology partner.

DZA

www.dzacpa.com
Dingus, Zarecor & Associates PLLC (DZA), is a certified
public accounting firm located in Spokane Valley, Washington.
We specialize in working with community health centers and
other healthcare and not-for-profit organizations. We provide
audit, Federal single audit, IRS Form 990, and reimbursement
services.
sjohnson@dzacpa.com
(509) 242-0874

www.communitylinkconsulting.com
Community Link Consulting (CLC) has been working with
FQHCs since 2001, providing quality, professional services
that address the complex needs of over eighty organizations
in twenty plus states. CLC offers support in grant applications, interim CFO/CEO services, billing, cost reporting,
revenue cycle management, strategic planning, board education, and more!
info@communitylinkconsulting.com
(509) 226-1393

Expense Reduction Analysts

Council Connections

FQHC Associates

www.councilconnections.com
Council Connections, a national Group Purchasing Organization and Premier Affiliate, offers free access to a compre-
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hensive savings portfolio that includes thousands of contracts
covering all aspects of an organization’s purchasing from
medical/surgery supplies to office furniture, car rentals and cell
phone services.
rrobinson@councilconnections.com
(619) 542-4331

S

www.expensereduction.com
Expense Reduction Analysts (ERA) is an international cost
reduction consultancy. We bring expertise that is impractical
for most organizations to have internally, and with that expertise, we uncover additional cash flow from your supplier base
that you may not have the time or expertise to recover on your
own.
DThorpe@expensereduction.com
(425) 868-8081
www.FQHC.org
FQHC Associates is a national consulting firm staffed by
professionals with a wide range of real world Health Center

Sponsors and exhibitors, continued
experience. Our focus includes 340B programs, revenue cycle
improvement (including Medicare PPS), PCMH recognition,
HRSA site visit preparation and much more. At FQHC Associates, we bring people and resources together.
Contact@FQHC.org
(800) 575-6948

Greenway

www.greenwayhealth.com

Grifols

www.grifols.com
Grifols is a global healthcare company whose mission is to
improve the health and wellbeing of people around the world.
We accomplish this mission by producing life-saving protein
therapies for patients and by providing hospitals, pharmacies
and healthcare professionals with the tools they need to deliver
expert medical care.
scott.pushkaric@grifols.com
(805) 886-2376

InDemand Interpreting

McKesson

V

www.mckesson.com
McKesson Medical-Surgical, Inc., is an affiliate of the McKesson
Corporation, currently ranked 15th on the Fortune 500. McKesson helps its customers improve their financial, operational, and
clinical performance with solutions that include pharmaceutical
and medical-surgical supply management, healthcare information technology, and business and clinical services.
jeremy.hastings@mckesson.com
(858) 663-7133

Merces Consulting

www.mercesconsulting.com
Merces Consulting Group, Inc., provides its FQHC clients with
guidance to Boards on CEO compensation governance policies; works with management to develop and implement fair
and competitive compensation programs for executives, providers and staff; and provides support on organization design,
job documentation and performance management.
ebura@mercesconsulting.com
(248) 507-4670

www.indemandinterpreting.com
InDemand Interpreting is the leading provider of high-quality
medical interpreting services, bridging the communication
gap between caregivers and their Limited English Proficiency
(LEP) and Deaf patients. InDemand created the first Video
Remote Interpreting (VRI) technology developed specifically
to improve patient care and deliver better outcomes. InDemand Interpreting is solely focused on Healthcare.

Merritt Hawkins/Staff Care

The Inline Group

National Association of Community Health
Centers

www.theinlinegroup.com
We source Primary Care candidates. That’s all we do. Using
numerous resources, we match candidates to opportunities.
Qualified candidates then speak directly to you, the best
person qualified to recruit them. You won’t pay a placement
fee. Start and stop on your terms. Talk to us. See our history of
success.
contact@theinlinegroup.com
(866) 211-3874

Jones & Roth

S

www.jrcpa.com/fqhc
The dedicated Community Health Center team at Jones
& Roth takes care of your compliance requirements, so you
can take care of your patients. Our specialized expertise in
accounting, tax, compliance and financial management for
healthcare and nonprofits makes us a great fusion of experience for Community Health Centers.
bnewton@jrcpa.com
(541) 382-3590

As leaders in the industry, Merritt Hawkins and Staff Care
provide a broad spectrum of workforce solutions and staffing
services to the nation’s healthcare facilities. As the innovative
workforce solutions partner, AMN’s managed services programs, recruitment process outsourcing and consulting services
enable providers to successfully reduce complexity, increase
efficiency and improve patient outcomes.

S

www.nachc.com
NACHC is the leading national advocate for the health center
movement. NACHC's mission is to promote the provision of
high quality, comprehensive and affordable health care that
is coordinated, culturally and linguistically competent, and
community directed for all medically underserved populations.

NextGen Healthcare

www.nextgen.com
NextGen Healthcare provides family practices and community
health centers with integrated, interoperable solutions including
electronic health records (EHR), practice management (PM),
billings, collections, claims, Health Information Exchange (HIE),
electronic data interchange (EDI), analytics, and connectivity.
These time-tested NextGen® solutions drive quality, collaborative
care, patient engagement, population health, and financial success.
sales@nextgen.com
(215) 657-7010
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THANK YOU TO OUR
CONFERENCE PLANNING
COMMITTEE

Call for Abstracts for
NWRPCA Spring Primary
Care Conference
Portland, OR | May 16–19, 2015

Kim McFarlane, PA-C • Green River Medical Center
Brenda Burnett, RN, MSN • Wyoming Health Council
Heather Findlay • Family Health Centers
Suzanne Smith • Colorado Community Health Network
Rhonda Hauff • Yakima Neighborhood Health Services
Susan Ault • Idaho PCA
Mary Beth Brown • WACMHC
Laura Kotelman • Southcentral Foundation
LaZell Hammons • Southcentral Foundation
Heidi Baines, MD • Anchorage Neighborhood Health Center
Charla Parker • (retired) WCN
Bonni Brownlee • (retired) Qualis
Darren Rahaman, MD • Nevada Health Centers
Liz Tansey • Colorado Community Health Network
Janet Marschner • HealthWorks
Annette Franta • Mountain Family Health Centers
Stephanie Otto • allPOINTS Health Services
Mary Ferguson • Family Health Centers
Bob Maxwell • Oregon Primary Care Association
Vicki Hammond • HealthPoint
Valera Brickel • Sunshine Community Health Center
Marta Barajas • Columbia River Community Health
Barbara McClung • La Clinica del Valle
Collette Smith • Community Health Center of the Black Hills
Lara Salazar • Montana Primary Care Association
Ann Hogan • Salud Family Health Centers
Deanna Ward • HealthPoint
Eric Henley, MD • Life Long Medical
Cris Pinzon, RN • Virginia Garcia Memorial Health Center
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We want to serve our Community Health Centers
by providing the latest knowledge, skills and best
practices for success! Do you have innovative processes
or practices that may be of interest to your CHC
colleagues, especially: CEOs; Financial, Operations,
and HR leaders; IT and Outreach staff, as well as
clinicians and other providers?
We invite you to submit your presentation ideas online by
November 21. Watch our website (www.NWRPCA.org)
for the link, coming soon.
Topics we are especially interested in (though not
limited to):
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Workforce Development (Recruitment & Retention)
Service Integration (particularly Behavioral Health)
Population Health transformation
State Payment Reform
Payor mix changes/rebranding
ICD-10 Implementation
Meeting HRSA’s 19 Requirements
Patient-Centered Medical/Health Home
implementation
Patient Engagement
Outcome Measures
Meaningful Use Stage 2 & 3
Telehealth, Remote Monitoring etc.
Emergency Preparedness
Customer Service
Clinical Topics related to CHCs
Community Needs Assessments
Sliding Fee Scale
Social Determinants of Health
Healthy People 2020
Financial Sustainability
Accountable Care Organizations

Be recognized as a leader in the CHC community
and beyond. We look forward to your submission!

Sponsors and exhibitors, continued

Priority Management Group

V

www.GoPMG.com
As the only company in the world to focus solely on CHC
revenue cycle management (RCM), PMG is the leader in all
things pertaining to the CHC revenue cycle. Simply stated,
CHCs who partner with PMG make more money to allow
focus on their mission: Caring for their community.
(888) 330-8884

PointCare

www.pointcare.com
PointCare has a product suite with three main services:
1) web-based health coverage screening via a 90-second,
5-step questionnaire, 2) tracking of important enrollment activity, and 3) instant reporting from our dashboard on screening
and enrollment data such as effective dates, plan choices,
confirmation of linkage, and premiums paid.
kpingle@pointcare.com
(650) 762-1928

Quality First Healthcare Consulting/
Quality First Management Solutions

V

Qfhc.com, Qfms.org
The Quality First Family of Companies is your one source
compliance solution. We bring you a platform that serves all of
your healthcare and medical compliance needs, providing expert
FQHC and PCMH focused consulting services; and your online
compliance, document, and credentialing management solution
PolicyPLUSTM.
rchitty@qfhc.com
(352) 468-1715

RCHN: CHroniCles

www.chcchronicles.org
CHroniCles is a dynamic, multi-media website dedicated to the
living history of the community health center movement — a
special project of RCHN Community Health Foundation and
the Geiger Gibson Program in Community Health Policy at
Milken Institute School of Public Health at George Washington
University.
nrodrob@rchnfoundation.org
(212) 246-1122 x700

Tec Laboratories Inc.
www.teclabsinc.com

RAZA DEVELOPMENT FUND (RDF)

www.razafund.org
RDF is the largest Latino, Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) in the country, with $200 million assets
under management, leveraging over $2 billion in private capital
for education, childcare, affordable housing and healthcare
projects serving low-income families and individuals. RDF has
diversified, community development loan commitments in 25
states, which include working capital lines of credit, real estate
secured loans, and NMTC investments.
surrutia@razafund.org
(602)417-1413
evarela@razafund.org
(602)417-1433

UnitedHealthcare Community Plan

S

www.UHCCommunityPlan.com
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan participates in programs in
25 states and the District of Columbia, serving approximately
3.9 million beneficiaries of acute and long-term care Medicaid
plans, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), Special
Needs Plans and other federal and state health care programs.
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan’s health plans and care
programs are uniquely designed to address the complex needs
of the populations they serve.
Amina_suchoski@uhc.com
(206) 749-4381

VIP/CHV

www.communityhealthventures.com
The Value in Purchasing (ViP) program is the only national
group purchasing program endorsed by the National Association of Community Health Centers (NACHC). The program
is simple to access and seamless to implement. Key Features:
Average Savings of 18%-38%, No Membership Fees, No Contractual Obligation, User-Friendly Applications, and Ease of
Use and Implementation
ventures@nachc.com
(888) 299-0324

Visualutions

www.visualutions.com
Visualutions is a Healthcare Technology Company that provides clinical, financial, and IT solutions to enterprise organizations such as Federally Qualified Health Centers, Community
Health Centers, PCPs, Accountable Care Organizations,
Ambulatory facilities, and Freestanding Emergency Rooms.
karend@visualutions.com
(866) 883-9299
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Sunday, October 19, 2014
Governance
1 - Introduction
to FQHC
Governance
Julie Boden Schmidt,
NACHC

Lawrence A

Governance
7 - Ensuring
a Highly
Effective and
Efficient Board:
Developing a
Model for Success
Julie Boden Schmidt,
NACHC

Lawrence A
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7:30–8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
8:30am–12pm • Learning Labs (Break with Exhibitors 10–10:30am • Ballroom Foyer)
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
PCMH Integration
4 - Clinical Care Team
5 - Integration Models:
2 - Primary Care / Public
3 - HRSA Site Visits
Design: Creating High
Medical/Dental
Health Inter-professional
& the 19 Program
Functioning Team-Based
Integration Program
Leadership Development
Requirements:
Care
(8:30–10am)
Institute (2-day intensive)
Preventing NonCompliance
Participants are expected to
Panel: Eladio Pereira, MD,
Roxane C. Waldron,
attend all sessions.
WACMHC; Ji Choi, DDS,
Rebecca Johnson,
Mariposa CHC; Laura
ICHS
Health Center
M. Miller, MD, Lifelong
Tao Sheng Kwan-Gett, MD,
Solutions; Beryl
Medical; Candace J. Chitty,
NW Center for Public Health
Cochran (retired HRSA RN, MBA, CPHQ, PCMH- 6 - Primary Care Services
Practice, U of WA;
in an Outpatient
Project Officer)
CCE, Quality 1st Healthcare
David Stevens, MD, NACHC
Psychiatric Facility
Consulting; Moderator:
(formerly) and GWU
(10:30am–12pm)
Charla Parker, Practice
Transformation Coach
Mendy Peterson, PA-C,
community health foundation
Sunrise Touchstone
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
Confluence A
12–1:30pm • Lunch on your own
1:30–5pm Learning Labs (Break with Exhibitors 3–3:30pm • Ballroom Foyer)
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
PCMH Integration
2 - Primary Care / Public
8 - Training &
9 - Super Utilizers: Pilot
11 - Integrating NCQA
Health Inter-professional
Communicating
Program Lessons Learned 2014 PCMH Standards,
Leadership Development
Compliance on
to Reduce ER OverHRSA Meaningful Use
Institute
HIPAA Regulations Utilization (1:30–3pm)
and Compliance
to Your Entire
Todd Lessley, Amber
Panel: Candace J. Chitty,
(Continued)
Workforce
Robbins, and Gabrielle Gee, RN, MBA, CPHQ, PCMHClem Bezold, Institute for
Amanda Fitzsimons, Salud Family Health Centers CCE, Quality 1st Healthcare
Alternative Futures; Kathy
Colorado Coalition for
Consulting; Charla Parker,
Kennedy, MD, RIHEL
the Homeless
10 - Bridges to Care:
Practice Transformation
Hotspotting in Aurora, Coach; Patricia Talbot, Talbot
Colorado (3:30–5pm)
Enterprises
Angela Green, MD, and
Heather Logan, Metro
Community Provider
Network
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
5–7pm • NWRPCA Board Meeting • Horace Tabor

Confluence A

Session schedule

Monday, October 20, 2014 (PCA Day)
7:30–8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
8:30am–12pm • Learning Labs (Break with Exhibitors 10–10:30am • Ballroom Foyer)
Governance
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
PCMH Integration
12 - Thinking
2 - Primary Care /
13 - Improving
14 - Leadership in Action: 15 - Brief Interventions
Strategically about
Public Health InterPatient Cycle Time Peer Learning Session for for Behavior Change in
Primary Care
Growth for Health
professional Leadership
and Creating an
Clinicians
Centers
Development Institute
Efficient Health
Discussion Leaders: Eric
Patricia Robinson, PhD, and
Center
Jaime Hirschfeld,
(Continued)
Henley, MD, CMO, Lifelong Kirk Strosahl, PhD, Clinical
NACHC
Amelia Broussard,
Medical; Darren Rahaman, Psychologists, Mountainview
Tao Sheng Kwan-Gett,
PhD,
RN,
MPH,
The
MD,
CMO, Nevada Health
Consulting
MD, NW Center for Public
Broussard
Company
Centers;
Michael
Witte,
Health Practice, U of W;
MD, CMO, Coastal Health
Patrick Luedtke, MD,
Alliance, plus WCN Board
DHHS Lane County; Mark
Members
as Table Mentors
Johnson, MD, Jefferson
County Public Health; Mark
Wallace, MD, Weld County
Public Health
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
Confluence A
12–1:30pm Lunch on your own or BOD Roundtable Lunch (Kathryn Oakes) or Clinicians Roundtable Lunch (Keith Horwood, MD)
1:30–5pm Learning Labs (Break with Exhibitors 3–3:30pm • Ballroom Foyer)
Governance
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
PCMH Integration
16 - Experiencing the
2 - Primary Care /
13 - Improving
17 - Clinical Perspective: 15 - Brief Interventions
Strategic Planning
Public Health InterPatient Cycle Time
Successful HRSA
for Behavior Change in
Process
professional Leadership
and Creating an
Audits CMO & CDO
Primary Care
(simulation exercise) Development Institute
Efficient Health
Collaborations
(Continued)
Center
(1:30–3pm)
Kathryn Oakes,
(Continued)
President, Lifework
(Continued)
Susan Huang, MD, CMO,
Linda Thomas-Hemak, MD,
Strategies, LLC
and Huong Le, DDS, Dental
The Wright Center; Jennifer
Director, Asian Health
Powell, Powell & Associates;
Services
Merle Cunningham, MD,
GWU; Ern Teuber, OHSU
18 - Care Coordination of
Family Medical Center; Paul
High Risk and High Cost
Melinkovich, MD,
Patients
Denver Health
(3:30–5pm)

Lawrence A

Lucy Loomis, MD, Raymond
Estacio, MD, Jessica
Johnson-Simmons, and
Rachel Everhart, Denver
Health
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
5:15–6:45pm • CHAMPS Board Meeting • Molly Brown

Confluence A

6:30–8:30pm • Welcome Reception • Augusta Room
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Tuesday, October 21, 2014
7:30–8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer

8:30–10:30am • Plenary Session—Updates from DHHS, HRSA, NACHC
Keynote Speaker Michael Lovdal • Confluence Ballroom
10:30–11am • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
HEALTH CENTER TOUR: CLINICA FAMILY HEALTH SERVICES • 11am–3pm (Meet in lower lobby; box lunches will be provided.)
11am–12:30pm • Conference Sessions
Community Health
Education Health Center
Operations
Pain Management
Fiscal
Improvement
21 - Front Desk
22 - Safe Opioid
23 - PCMH –
19 - Integrating the Social
20 - Achieving Clinical
Prescribing for Chronic
Leveraging
Determinants of Health
Workforce Partnerships – Training: Post ACA
for Operations
Pain
Financial
into a Primary Care
Leadership, Business and
Strategy
Managers
Opportunities
Ambulatory Setting
Paul Gianutsos, MD, Swedish
Ray Jorgensen, PMG
Family Medicine Residency
Candace J. Chitty,
Julian Perez, MD, William
(Full Day Intensive—
RN, MBA, CPHQ,
Klein, and Cris Pinzon, RN, Sea participants are expected to
PCMH-CCE, Quality
Mar CHCs; Navpreet Sidhu,
attend all sessions.)
1st Healthcare
University of Washington
Kiki Nocella, PhD, KCN
Consulting
Consulting; Janet Shanedling,
PhD, and Brian Sick, MD,
University of Minnesota
Confluence A
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
12:30–1:30pm • Lunch on your own
1:30–3pm • Conference Sessions
Community Health
Education Health Center
Operations
Pain Management
Fiscal
Improvement
27 - Top 10
24 - Complex Trauma as
20 - Achieving Clinical
25 - The Critical
26 - Managing Chronic
Questions that
a Root Cause of Health
Workforce Partnerships – Advantage: A Culture Pain without Opioids
CEOs and CFOs
Inequities: Strategies for Leadership, Business and of Service Excellence
Malcolm Butler, MD,
Should Ask about
Building Awareness into the
Strategy
Post ACA
Columbia Valley Community
Maximizing
Primary Care Setting
Health
(Continued)
Lisa Mouscher, Sogence
Revenue Cycles
Training and Consulting
Chris Blodgett, WSU AHEC;
Neal Demby, Lutheran
Ray Jorgensen, PMG
Seth Doyle, NWRPCA
Health Care; Margaret
Flinter, CHCI; Lucy Loomis,
MD, Denver Health
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
Confluence A
3–3:30pm • Dessert Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
3:30–5pm • Conference Sessions
Community Health
Education Health Center
Operations
CHC 101
Fiscal
Improvement
30 - CHC Basics:
31 - Common Audit
20 - Achieving Clinical
29 - Health
28 - Leveraging Preventive
An Introduction to
Findings and How
and Enabling Services to Workforce Partnerships – Center – Hospital
Partnerships
Community Health
to Prevent Them
Improve Health Outcomes Leadership, Business and
Strategy
Kristen Stoimenoff, Health
Merle Cunningham,
Seth Doyle, NWRPCA;
Brian Newton, Jones
& Roth
Outreach Partners; Rea Pañares,
(Continued)
MD, GWU
Andrea Martin, CHAMPS
Prevention Institute
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
Confluence A

5–6pm • Exhibitor Reception • Ballroom Foyer
6–7 pm • Dialog with NACHC • Lawrence A
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Session schedule, continued

Wednesday, October 22, 2014
7:30–8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
7:30–8:20am • Fall 2015 Conference Planning Committee Meeting • Welton Room
Outreach & Enrollment
32A - Outreach 2.0: Planning
& Conducting Outreach for
Open Enrollment

8:30–10am • Conference Sessions
HR/Workforce
Operations
Policy/Environment
33 - Hospitality as a 34 - Meaningful Use –
35 - Access is the
Way of Improving
Policy Shifts in
Answer: Advocacy in the
Patient Care
Stages 2 & 3
New Era of Health Care

Patsy Byers and Lauren
Panel - Sarah Brantley, Salud
Family Health Centers; Daphne Kindscher Jensen, Clinica
Pie, Seattle-King County Public Family Health Services;
Health; Elizabeth Cross, Clinica
Betty Hart, Kaiser
Family Health Services
Permanente

Adele Allison,
Greenway Health

Dan Hawkins, NACHC

Lawrence A

Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
10–10:30am • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
10:30am–12pm • Conference Sessions
Outreach & Enrollment
HR/Workforce
Operations
Policy/Environment
37 - Employee
38 - Payment Reform: 39 - Health and Housing –
32B - Outreach 2.0:
Assess Your Health How Clinics Can Address
Development –
Planning & Conducting
Center Readiness
the Housing Needs of
Outreach for Open
Innovative Career
their Patients
Enrollment
Ladders
DaShawn Groves,
Teri Brogdon, Salud
NACHC; Stacey Moody,
Justin Chen, Enterprise
Workshop
Family
Health
Centers
JSI
Community
Loan Fund; David
Kristen Stoimenoff, Health
Kleiber,
Capital
Link; Leslie
Outreach Partners
Tallyn, Central City Concern
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Platte River
12–1pm • Roundtable Lunches • Informal PCA Roundtable Lunch in Ballroom C
O&E Roundtable Lunch
HR Roundtable Lunch
COO Roundtable
CEO Roundtable Lunch
Lunch
Lara Salazar,
John Mengenhausen,
Jessica Burkard, NWRPCA
Montana PCA
Heather Findlay, Family
Horizon Health Care, Inc.
Health Centers
and Anita Monoian, Yakima
Neighborhood Health Services
Lawrence A
Confluence B
Lawrence B
Horace Tabor
1–1:30pm • Dessert Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
1:30–3pm • Conference Sessions
Outreach & Enrollment
HR/Workforce
Operations
Policy/Environment
41 - Patient Engagement
42 – Workforce
43 - ICD-10: Keeping 44 - Integrating Public
and Patient Power:
Benchmarking &
up the Momentum
Health Screening
Making It Real!
Trends: Region 18
Recommendations into
Tracy Olsten, CO
Salary Survey Results
Primary Care
Adele Allison, Greenway Health;
Coalition for the
Jessica Burkard, NWRPCA
Andrea Martin,
Homeless
Grace Alfonsi, MD, Denver
CHAMPS; Trish Bustos,
Metro Health (STD) Clinic
NWRPCA
Lawrence A

Platte River
Confluence B
Lawrence B
3–3:30pm • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer

Fiscal
36 - Medicare PPS
New Rules and Cost
Report Questions
Kyla Delgado and
DeAnne Bachtold,
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP

Confluence A

Fiscal
40 - Next Generation
Care Models – Going
Beyond the Medical
Home
Anthony Werner,
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP
Confluence A
CFO Roundtable
Lunch
Norm Kraft, NWRPCA
Molly Brown

Fiscal
45 - Determining the
True Cost of Care
Jennifer Nolty, NACHC

Confluence A

3:30–5pm Closing Plenary • Speaker Julian Perez, MD, Sea Mar Community Health Centers • Confluence Ballroom
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Session descriptions
Sunday, October 19
1 - Introduction to FQHC Governance
Track: Governance
CEUs: 3 GOV
This session covers the basics of the community health
center program, the structure and maintenance of effective
boards, the legal roles and responsibilities, and board
management relations. This training is appropriate for new
board members, board members of newly funded health
centers, or for board members who would like to deepen
their understanding of their roles and responsibilities.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the roles and responsibilities of the health center Board of Directors.
Learning Objective 2: Discuss how to operationalize those
roles and responsibilities.
Learning Objective 3: Demonstrate how they relate to the
program requirements.
Presenter: Julie Boden Schmidt, Associate Vice President,
Training and Technical Assistance, NACHC

2 - Primary Care-Public Health: Interprofessional Leadership Development
Institute (Two-day intensive)
Track: Leadership
CEUs: 12 CDE, 12 CME, 12 CNE
Times of change require knowledgeable and progressive leaders
who are willing to embrace the hard work of not only envisioning
the future, but understanding the collaborative nature of fulfilling
its promise, especially in dealing with the social determinants of
health. This two-day learning laboratory presents a unique opportunity to develop strong collaborative leadership and change
management skills for leaders and emerging leaders in the Public
Health and Primary Care fields, by tapping into the expertise of
both to promote quality community health outcomes. This experience will focus on successful models of collaboration between
Public Health and Primary Care, as well as looking forward at "future scenarios" presented by the Institute for Alternative Futures
and the powerful role of leaders in guiding change towards population health. Two practical skills will be addressed: Community
Health Needs Assessments and the use of Data & Metrics. In
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addition, faculty from the Wright Center will present experiential
application of the IHI’s High Impact Leadership framework. This
session will feature concrete examples of adaptive leadership skills
and behaviors to promote creation of "Medical Villages" at the
local community level that will actualize the Triple Aim.
Learning Objective 1: Identify ways of leveraging existing
primary care and public health infrastructures to collaborate
in addressing changing paradigms to improve population
health and address social determinants of health.
Learning Objective 2: Identify tools for collaboration in
Community Health Needs Assessments and monitoring of
community health data and metrics.
Learning Objective 3: Describe best practices in effective
community engagement and role of leadership using IHI
High Impact Leadership Framework.
Presenters: Tao Sheng Kwan-Gett, MD, Director, Northwest
Center for Public Health Practice, Senior Lecturer, Department
of Health Services, UW School of Public Health; David Stevens,
MD, formerly Director, Quality Center at NACHC, now faculty
at Milken Institute School of Public Health at GWU; Clem Bezold,
PhD, Co-founder, Institute for Alternative Futures; Linda ThomasHemak, MD, President and CEO, The Wright Center for Graduate Medical Education Consortium and Medical Group; Jennifer
Powell, Principal, Powell and Associates; Patrick Luedtke, MD,
MPH, Medical Director, Senior Public Health Officer, Community & Behavioral Health Clinics, Department of Health and Human
Services, Lane County, Oregon; Mark Johnson, MD, Executive
Director, Jefferson County Public Health, Lakewood Colorado;
Mark Wallace, MD, President of North Colorado Health Alliance
and Director of Weld County Department of Public Health and
Environment and on Board of Directors for Sunrise Community
Health; Kathy Kennedy, MD, Director, Regional Institute for
Health & Environmental Leadership; Merle Cunningham, PhD,
Faculty of The Milken Institute, School of Public Health at GWU;
Erwin Teuber, PhD, Executive Director of OHSU Family Health
Center; Paul Melinkovich, MD, Denver Health (retired); Jeff Zayach, Boulder County Public Health Director; Barbara Ryan, CEO,
Mental Health Partners; Simon Smith, CEO, and staff, Clinica
Family Health Services
Presented with support from

Healthier Patients,
Healthier Practices.
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan is pleased to provide
Washington Apple Health (Medicaid), Special Needs Plans,
and other federal and state health care programs to individuals
and families throughout the State of Washington. We aim to make
government sponsored health care a better experience for our
members, while helping you provide the highest level of care to
your patients.

We are proud to support community
health in Region X.

952-CST5805 8/14 © 2014 United Healthcare Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

3 - HRSA Site Visits & the 19 Program
Requirements: Preventing NonCompliance
Track: Operations
New federal funding awards are being severely restricted by
conditions of award, which may be the result of an operational site visit, missed reporting deadlines, a poorly written grant
application or actual non-compliance. A notice of award with
multiple grant conditions may result in a one year project
period or ineligibility for a funding opportunity. This session
will review all ‘19 Program Requirements’ with a focus on how
to demonstrate your health center’s compliance during site
visits, in grant applications, in written policies and in board
minutes. The session will provide an overview of the §330
program requirements and will be useful for health center
staff who are gearing up for an operational site visit, staff
and board members new to the §330 world, health centers
planning a SAC or NAP grant, or anyone else who wants a
refresher on program compliance.
Learning Objective 1: Explain the importance of meeting
100% of the program requirements and identify where you
need to focus your resources to comply.

Learning Objective 2: Understand HRSA’s process of verifying compliance with the 19 program requirements and the
consequences of not complying.
Learning Objective 3: Cite concrete examples for demonstrating compliance with HRSA program requirements.
Presenters: Beryl Cochran, HRSA Project Officer (retired)
and Consultant; Rebecca Johnson, Owner, Health Center
Solutions, Inc.

4 - Clinical Care Team Design: Creating
High Functioning Team-Based Care
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
The world of health care delivery is changing rapidly. Clinic
leaders are scrambling to implement new PCMH and MU
standards. HRSA is changing its program and site audit requirements. CHC's are taking on newly insured patients with
complex, previously untreated conditions. There is a physician shortage. Everyone is being expected to deliver services
that improve patient perception of care, improve clinical
outcomes and simultaneously reduce costs. In order to meet
these rapidly changing mandates, clinic leaders must support
the clinical care team in becoming more integrated, comprehensive and team oriented. This workshop will explore
different models of clinical care team delivery and how they
can be effective in meeting both clinical and financial goals.
Panel presentations will be followed by audience participation
in case studies discussions.
Learning Objective 1: Identify the external pressures to
change care team composition.
Learning Objective 2: Describe the complexities of clinical care team design and a model that might be effective in
your clinic.
Learning Objective 3: Use templates to help integrate clinical and financial priorities.

Colorado Community Health Network
welcomes you to beautiful Colorado,
a great place to live and work!
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Presenters: Charla Parker, Practice Coach (Moderator);
Eladio Pereira, MD, Chief of Medical Staff & Clinical Services,
Mariposa Community Health Center; Candace J. Chitty,
RN, MBA, CPHQ, PCMH-CCE, President & CEO & COO,
Quality 1st Healthcare Consulting; Laura Miller, MD, Associate Medical Director, Lifelong Medical

5 - Integration Models: Medical/Dental
Integration Program (Washington
State's Oral Health Collaborative)

Tweet this:

#FPCC14

Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Are you considering integrating oral health with primary care
in your CHC but aren’t sure where to start? Come hear about
the steps along the way, including the three main challenges
facing organizations seeking to integrate oral health and
medical care. Learn about five successful integration methods that have been used in CHCs, including International
Community Health Services in Seattle, WA.
Learning Objective 1: List the three main challenges faced
by organizations embarking upon a medical/dental integration project.
Learning Objective 2: Identify at least five methods for
medical/dental integration that have been successfully incorporated into clinical settings.
Learning Objective 3: Analyze the revised Change Package (to be presented) for your organization's future medical/
dental integration projects.
Presenters: Ji Choi, DDS, Dental Director, International
Community Health Services; Roxane Waldron, Program Coordinator, Oral & Behavioral Health, Washington Association of
Community & Migrant Health Centers

6 - Primary Care Services in an
Outpatient Psychiatric Facility
Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Engaging the mental health population in a physical medicine capacity can be quite challenging. Barriers to care are
numerous and trust issues tend to occur. Establishing primary
care services in the same location as psychiatric care can help
overcome these barriers. This presentation looks at ways
to establish primary care services in a mental health facility,
the advantages of such integration, and reviews operational
concerns. Case presentations include an example from an
established clinic in Loveland Colorado with a full patient
panel of over 1,200 patients and clients.
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Learning Objective 1: Form a strategic plan to implement
integrated primary care and behavioral health.
Learning Objective 2: List the advantages of integrated
health care.
Learning Objective 3: Identify common barriers mental
health patients face in access to primary care services.
Presenter: Mendy Peterson, PA-C, MSM, Sunrise Touchstone Clinic

7 - Ensuring a Highly Effective and
Efficient Board: Developing a Model
for Success
Track: Governance
CEUs: 3 GOV
Building an effective and efficient board is critical to the success of a health center. This training will cover the following
topics to strengthen a board’s performance:
»» The roles and responsibilities of board members
»» Keeping board meetings to two hours and still
completing critical work
»» Effective communication and decision making
»» The most common problems facing boards and tips for
addressing them
Learning Objective 1: Describe the characteristics of a
high-performing board and board members.
Learning Objective 2: Analyze how well your CHC board
meet these characteristics.
Learning Objective 3: Demonstrate, through the use of
vignettes, your ability to apply the characteristics.
Presenter: Julie Boden Schmidt, Associate Vice President,
Training and Technical Assistance, NACHC

8 - Training & Communicating
Compliance on HIPAA Regulations to
your Entire Workforce
Track: Operations
CEUs: 3 PHR
Over the past eleven years the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) has changed the way that the health
care workforce communicates regarding health information. As
health care technology grows, so does the threat for HIPAA
breaches as cell phones, patient portals, and email did not exist
when HIPAA was first being written. With all of these changes
comes the need to be in stride with HIPAA, use regulation to
guide policies and procedures, and provide ongoing workforce
training. This session will provide an overview of HIPAA, take participants through two types of HIPAA training, and will also review
lessons learned from a community health center as their HIPAA
training was revised and focused to meet the needs of EMR and
changing HIPAA regulations. Participants will receive curricula for
HIPAA training that they can use in their own health centers.
Learning Objective 1: Gain an understanding of HIPAA
from an employee perspective.
Learning Objective 2: Understand how to communicate
with different departments regarding HIPAA.
Learning Objective 3: Identify different methods of
communication within an agency.
Presenter: Amanda Fitzsimons, Regulatory Specialist,
Colorado Coalition for the Homeless

9 - Super Utilizers: Pilot Program
Lessons Learned to Reduce ER OverUtilization
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
In an attempt to reduce unnecessary use of the emergency department and reduce health care costs, the Care Management
team at Salud Family Health Centers in Colorado completed a
pilot program focused on emergency department “super utilizers." Although the goal of the program was to reduce over-utilization, by working with these patients in their homes the team
also learned lessons regarding the social determinants of health.
Learning Objective 1: Understand the current state and
implications of over-utilization of the ER in the U.S.
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Learning Objective 2: Gain an understanding of who
"super utilizers" are and all the factors that contribute to the
state of their health.
Learning Objective 3: Describe lessons learned from one
program for working to reduce emergency department
over-utilization in a primary care setting.
Presenters: Gabrielle Gee, Care Manager, Todd Lessley, Accountable Care Manager, Care Manager, and Amber Robbins,
Medical Support Operations & Training Coordinator, Salud
Family Health Centers

10 - Bridges to Care: Hotspotting in
Aurora, CO
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
This presentation will highlight the efforts of the Bridges to Care
program in Aurora, CO (based on the Camden, NJ, Hotspotting
concept developed by Dr. Jeffery Brenner). The examination
of this high utilizer clinical and care coordination service model
will include: key components developed specifically for serving
an urban/suburban community health center population, the
development of partnerships with other community entities,
findings to date and lessons learned. The impact of this program
on hospital utilization and cost reduction will also be discussed.
Learning Objective 1: Differentiate between the terms
“hotspotting” and “high-utilizer.”
Learning Objective 2: Identify the two components of
the Bridges to Care model that are unique to this type of
intervention.
Learning Objective 3: Describe the roles of the clinical and
care coordination teams within the model.
Presenters: Angela Green, Director of Behavioral Health,
and Heather Logan, Director of Accountable Care, Metro
Community Provider Network

11 - Integrating NCQA 2014 PCMH
Standards, HRSA Meaningful Use and
Compliance
Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
Presenters will guide participants through a review of changes
from the 2011 to the 2014 NCQA PCMH program standards
and identify where they intersect with MU and HRSA

Session descriptions, continued

Monday, October 20

Requirements. They will highlight the new HRSA opportunities
for PCMH Recognition Awards with adjustments to base grant
funding and special QI awards. They will share resources and
tools that participants can use in their own CHC settings, and
will highlight requirements that have been most challenging for
CHCs to meet. Appropriate for "C" Suite to attend together to
support the number one building block of "Engaged Leadership.”

12 - Thinking Strategically About
Growth for Health Centers
Track: Governance
CEUs: 3 GOV
This session will examine the criteria and processes that
should be used to guide decisions to expand a CHC.
Included will be an overview of strategic planning, SWOT
analysis and business planning for health center growth.

Learning Objective 1: Describe the most significant
changes in NCQA PCMH standards from 2011 to 2014.
Learning Objective 2: Connect at least three HRSA
program requirements to the 2014 standards.

Learning Objective 1: Identify the strategic reasons that
should drive planning for growth.

Learning Objective 3: List next steps in getting sites recognized and/or renewed.

Learning Objective 2: Describe the critical steps of the
planning process.

Presenters: Candace J. Chitty, RN, MBA, CPHQ, PCMHCCE, President & CEO & COO, Quality First Healthcare
Consulting, Inc.; Charla Parker, Practice Transformation
Coach, Western Clinicians Network; Patricia Talbot, Practice
Transformation Coach, PM Talbot Enterprises

Learning Objective 3: List critical goals for growth.
Presenter: Jaime Hirschfeld, Director, Technical Assistance,
Training and Technical Assistance Department, NACHC

PMG knows their ABCs!
“I have reviewed PMG’s ABC program,
and I believe this is a suite of services
most health centers need or are
possibly now performing in-house at
some expense. Bundled together, these
services are offered at a 60% discount.
This is a great opportunity for NWRPCA
members. I urge our member health
centers to stop by the PMG table in the
exhibit hall and discuss this special offer.”

Norm Kraft, Finance Manager
Northwest Regional PCA

Visit our booth in the
Expo Hall to learn more!

AccountAble billing AND coding
SERVICE INCLUDES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A certified coder
Provision of optimal HCPCS
Creation and management of top 50 ICD lists up to three specialties
Evaluation of E&M Bell Curve
Live training with customized agenda created for your CHC
Medical record review
Billing audit
ICDblue web-based ICD-10 lookup tool
Access to all live and recorded national programs
ICD-10 Ready, Set, Go preparedness/code set program
Discount for additional services

Special pricing for NWRPCA members
We will cheerfully extend the NWRPCA pricing to members of CHAMPS
and WCN during this conference.

13 - Improving Patient Cycle Time &
Creating an Efficient Health Center

15 - Brief Interventions for Behavior
Change in Primary Care

Track: Operations

Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)

Many factors affect the efficiency of ambulatory care, including facility design, number of patients seeking services, services
provided at each site, and the number of providers who are
assigned to each site. Community health centers are also interested in monitoring quality of care, provider productivity and
other aspects of their delivery systems. The presentation will
address these issues and provide participants an opportunity to
use some tools that will assist with improving efficiency.

CEUs: 6 CDE, 6 CME, 6 CNE

Learning Objective 1: Use statistics to develop clinical systems.
Learning Objective 2: Define appointment systems with
advantages/disadvantages and define factors that enhance
patient flow.
Learning Objective 3: Use Patient Flow Analysis (PFA) to
document patient flow/personnel utilization.
Presenter: Amelia Broussard, PhD, RN, MPH, The Broussard
Company

14 - Leadership in Action: Peer
Learning Session for Clinicians
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Experienced clinical leaders will present an overview of the
critical challenges facing CHC clinical leaders in today's
rapidly changing environment. Following a guided introductory
discussion, participants will break into small groups and chose
from a list of prepared case studies to share potential solutions. Participants will then present case studies from their own
experience for consultation from peers and the experienced
facilitator assigned to their table.
Learning Objective 1: Identify critical challenges that are
common to clinical leaders.
Learning Objective 2: Describe solutions that others have
used to solve similar challenges.
Learning Objective 3: Receive peer consultation on a challenge that you face in your health center.
Presenters: Eric Henley, MD, Chief Medical Officer, LifeLong
Medical; Darren Rahaman, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Nevada
Health Centers; Mike Witte, MD, Medical Director, Coastal
Health Alliance
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This learning lab will give participants an opportunity to
sharpen their interviewing and intervention skills with a wide
variety of patients, on topics ranging from weight loss to
more skillful anxiety management to more effective parenting. Interventions will include assisting patients with defining
valued directions in life and using mindfulness skills to pursue
intentional change over time. Experiential exercises will assist
members of the PCMH team with using brief interventions in
individual visits and supporting patient change.
Learning Objective 1: Apply time-effective interview and
assessment strategies and employ practice support tools
that encourage team-based support of behavioral change.
Learning Objective 2: Explain the importance of creating a
values context for behavioral change.
Learning Objective 3: Describe a variety of five-minute
interventions that patients can use to re-wire their brain for
more present and intentional choosing in daily life.
Presenters: Patricia Robinson, PhD, Clinical Psychologist,
and Kirk Strosahl, PhD, Clinical Psychologist, Mountainview
Consulting Group

16 - Experiencing the Strategic
Planning Process
Track: Governance
CEUs: 3 GOV
In this learning lab, participants will put into practice the information garnered in the past two days (Governance Track),
as it applies to thinking in a strategic and innovative way and
applying what has been learned to Strategic Planning for
Health Center Growth. This simulation will be conducted in
small groups and will focus on skill development and practical
application to health centers.
Learning Objective 1: Apply the principles of Strategic
Thinking in context of health center governance.
Learning Objective 2: Experience group dynamics in
decision-making as it relates to health center growth.
Learning Objective 3: Synthesize the information on board
effectiveness and apply to strategic planning.
Presenter: Kathryn Oakes, President, Lifework Strategies, LLC

Session descriptions, continued
17 - Clinical Perspective: Successful
HRSA Audits CMO & CDO
Collaborations
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
This session examines leadership roles in the HRSA Operational Assessment, focusing on CDO-CMO collaboration,
lessons learned from one collaboration effort, and key challenges and tips for navigating the audit guide.
Learning Objective 1: Identify leadership roles in the HRSA
Operational Assessment - CMO and CDO collaboration.
Learning Objective 2: List lessons learned and key challenges in the HRSA OA Audit.
Learning Objective 3: List tips to prepare for a successful audit.
Presenters: Susan Huang, MD, CMO, and Huong Le, DDS,
MA, CDO, The Asian Health Services

To access presentations and handouts
from the 2014 Fall Primary Care
Conference, go to

www.NWRPCA.org/fall2014
Username: fall2014
Password: 1Fallconfer!

Tuesday, October 21
18 - Care Coordination of High Risk
and High Cost Patients
Track: Clinical

19 - Integrating the Social
Determinants of Health into a Primary
Care Ambulatory Setting

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE

Track: Community Health Improvement

Denver Community Health Services (DCHS) has developed
and is implementing a care coordination strategy focusing on
high-risk high-cost (HRHC) adult patients in the setting of 8 primary care clinics (Family Medicine and Internal Medicine). The
presentation will review progress with implementation of the care
coordination model in a variety of clinic settings. We will describe
approaches to identifying actionable patients and activating and
engaging them in their care, and will discuss the types of actions
or interventions selected and their relative effectiveness in improving the patient experience and mitigating future utilizations.

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE

Learning Objective 1: Describe a model for application of
PCMH components to high-cost high-risk populations.
Learning Objective 2: Identify practice transformation
concepts to facilitate integration of care for this high-risk
population in the medical home.
Learning Objective 3: Describe specific care coordination strategies for managing HRHC patients in an integrated care setting.
Presenters: Lucy Loomis, MD, Director of Family Medicine;
Raymond Estacio, MD, Associate Medical Director for Quality &
Research; Rachel Everhart, Data Team Administrator; Jessica Johnson-Simmons, Clinical Operations Coordinator, Denver Health

Tell your

Health Center Story
CHroniCles is a dynamic, multi-media
website dedicated to the living history of
the community health center movement.
Stop by the CHroniCles exhibit in the
foyer to learn more about how to create
a profile for your health center.

community health foundation
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Sea Mar Community Health Centers (Sea Mar) is a federally qualified health center that provides comprehensive
and holistic health services to underserved communities
in Western Washington. Our patients are burdened by
health problems that are difficult to resolve at the clinic
level because the root causes are driven by social, political, economic, and environmental factors at the societal
level, referred to as the social determinants of health
(SDOH). In 2011, Sea Mar physicians and AmeriCorps
volunteers collaborated with Just Health Action, a public
health community-based organization, to assess patients’
social circumstances by developing a social history intake
questionnaire that extends beyond traditional behavioral
risk factors to address patients’ barriers to health such
as ability to pay bills, speak English well, and their stress
level. Our findings highlight specific areas of need, as
well as provide examples of relevant interventions to our
patient population.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the value and importance
of integrating at least five social determinants of health
needs into patient assessments within the community health
center setting.
Learning Objective 2: Explain how patient capacity and
resilience are impacted by unmet social needs.
Learning Objective 3: Identify strategies, opportunities and
challenges for integrating a social determinants of health
assessment into the clinical setting.
Presenters: Julian Perez, MD, Cris Pinzon, RN, and William Klein, Sea Mar CHC; Navpreet Sidhu, Medical Student,
University of Washington

Session descriptions, continued

20 – Achieving Clinical Workforce
Partnerships – Leadership, Business
and Strategy (Full-Day Intensive)
Track: Education Health Center
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Understand the business case for clinical training within your
CHC through innovative leadership, business and strategic
workforce opportunities and solutions. Clinical workforce disciplines to be evaluated and discussed include family medicine residency, nurse practitioner residency, dental residency
and advancement of those disciplines within health centers
through inter-professional practice and education.

be collected and analyzed by administrators and managers
to ensure revenue isn’t falling through the cracks? What tools
should be used to effect change for an underperforming
front desk team? Participants will gain tools including data
analysis and reporting options to measure important information and learn how to use the results to ensure the transition
to ACA is successful. An overview of best practices for front
desk operations will be included.
Learning Objective 1: Determine what functions of your
front desk need improvement and describe what changes
should be made.
Learning Objective 2: Explain why a change in front desk
performance is critical to the financial stability of a CHC.

Learning Objective 1: Articulate the value proposition between
clinical training at health centers and business partnerships.

Learning Objective 3: Use revenue cycle reports and other
available data as a measure of success with the front desk staff.

Learning Objective 2: Identify three innovative clinical
workforce training models available to health centers to address workforce needs.

Presenter: Ray Jorgensen, President and CEO, PMG, Inc.

Learning Objective 3: Apply three readiness indicators
for health centers to begin the process of integrated
training programs.
Presenters: Kiki Nocella, PhD, KCN Consulting; Neal
Demby, DMD, MPH, Senior Vice President for Dental Medicine, Lutheran Health Care; Janet Shanedling, PhD, Director
of Interprofessional Curriculum Development, University of
Minnesota Academic Health Center; Brian Sick, MD, Internist
and Pediatrician, University of Minnesota; Margaret Flinter,
APRN, PhD, Sr. VP/Clinical Director, Community Health
Center, Inc.; Lucy Loomis, MD, MSPH, FAAFP, Director of
Family Medicine, Denver Health, Associate Professor of Family Medicine, University of Colorado School of Medicine

21 - Front Desk Training: Post ACA for
Operations Managers
Track: Operations
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
Learn how the Affordable Care Act is forcing change on
your CHC’s front desk, this important patient-facing department in your organization. Is your front desk performing well
or weakly when compared to other CHCs? What data should










 




 


Stop by our booth to learn more
about how we can help!

For More Information Contact:
Dave Thorpe
206.369.2163
dthorpe@expensereduction.com
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Tweet this:
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22 - Safer Opioid Prescribing for
Chronic Pain
Track: Pain Management
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Opiate mortality rates continue at epidemic proportions.
Primary care clinicians prescribe the majority of opioids in the
United States. Despite our best intentions opiate prescribing for chronic non-cancer pain is concentrated among the
highest risk patients. Patients with serious mental health and
substance use disorders are more likely to receive opiates at
higher doses for longer periods of time. Through prescribing habits over the past decade we have likely created a
disorder in the addiction spectrum some have referred to as
Complex Opioid Dependency. Participants will learn which
patient characteristics influence risk in opioid prescribing and
will come away with practical tools for identifying high-risk
patients, high-risk medication regimens and management
strategies to reduce risk.
Learning Objective 1: Describe three strategies for increasing patient safety when prescribing opioid analgesics.
Learning Objective 2: List and understand opioid regimens
that increase the risk of unintentional mortality.
Learning Objective 3: Understand the utility of
buprenorphine in treating patients with opiate addiction or
complex opioid dependency.
Presenter: Paul Gianutsos, MD, Program Director, Swedish
Family Medicine Residency Cherry Hill
Sponsored by

23 - The Patient Centered Medical Home Leveraging Financial Opportunities and
Increasing Marketability
Track: Fiscal
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
This presentation explores how to use the patient centered
medical home model deployed in community health centers
to leverage and capitalize on financial opportunities in the
healthcare marketplace. Key objectives include strategies for
improving collaboration with hospitals and other organizations; understanding your health center's PCMH value in the
health care environment; and packaging for success in a risk
or value-based contracting environment.
Learning Objective 1: Identify strategies for improving collaboration with hospitals and other organizations.
Learning Objective 2: Explain the health center's PCMH
value in the health care environment.
Learning Objective 3: Create a business plan for success in a
risk or value-based contracting environment.
Presenter: Candace J. Chitty, RN, MBA, CPHQ, PCMH-CCE,
President & CEO & COO, Quality First Healthcare Consulting, Inc.

Your Mission. Your Patients.

Our Focus.

Our speciﬁc expertise in health
care and non-proﬁts makes us a
great fusion of experience for
Community Health Centers.
•

Annual audited ﬁnancial statements

•

A-133 Compliance Single Audit

•

330 Grant Program Compliance Audit

•

Preparation and submission of the
Data Collection Form

•

Preparation of Federal Form 990 and
applicable state tax returns

Meet Brian
Brian G. Newton, CPA
bnewton@jrcpa.com

Brian is known among Community
Health Centers as one of the most
knowlegable CPAs in the Paciﬁc
Northwest with a reputation for
extraordinary customer service.
As the leader of Jones & Roth’s
FQHC team, he holds expert
knowledge in Federally Qualiﬁed
Health Centers, governmental
and not-for-proﬁt audits, and
Comprehensive Medical
Practice Analysis.
Brian has a Bachelor of Science in
Accounting from the University of
Oregon. He is a member of the
board of directors of Junior
Achievement Central Oregon
and the Bend Surgery Center
Foundation, as well as being the
Chair of the Bend Chamber of
Commerce Ambassadors.
Session Highlight: “Common Audit
Findings and How to Prevent Them”
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541-382-3590 | www.jrcpa.com/fqhc
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24 - Complex Trauma as a Root Cause
of Health Inequities: Strategies for
Building Awareness into the Primary
Care Setting
Track: Community Health Improvement
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
In the United States, 25-30% children grow up in families and
communities that put their lifelong social success and physical health at risk because of adverse childhood experiences
(ACEs). Exposure to ACEs, complex trauma, and toxic
stress occurs in all communities, but increases significantly
in low-income and diverse ethnic and racial communities.
ACEs are now established as the principal social determinant
of health in the United States. The challenge is that this
understanding of risk has not translated to scalable healthcare
solutions. While ACEs help us understand the staggering
nature of the risks that are dealt with in primary health care,

understanding risk does not describe what can be done to
address the problem. This session will review the impact of
ACEs on health across the lifespan and facilitate a dialogue
with participants on how community health centers can help
advance general community education and capacity building
to foster resiliency and mitigate the long-term health effects
of exposure to ACEs.
Learning Objective 1: Describe how exposure to ACEs, complex trauma, and toxic stress impacts health across the lifespan.
Learning Objective 2: List examples of how community-based
initiatives and public policy are being used to address ACEs.
Learning Objective 3: Discuss opportunities and strategies for community health centers to mitigate the impact of
ACEs through a trauma-informed primary care approach.
Presenters: Chris Blodgett, PhD, Director, WSU Area
Health Education Center; Seth Doyle, Community Health
Improvement Program Manager, NWRPCA

NWRPCA just launched a website that is much more than a website.
It’s a place where you can

Alaska · Oregon · Idaho · Washington

Have you logged in yet?
www.NWRPCA.org

• Update your own contact information for accurate flow of
information
• Register for everything we do
• Learn about upcoming NWRPCA events and offerings
• Explore our well-organized new Resource Center
• Post a job opening for your CHC — free if you’re a Region X
FQHC
• Search job openings in Region X CHCs
• Link to our growing Distance Learning center
• Join (or request to form) an online community
• Search our member directory, with links to all 100 members
• Learn about our workforce development initiatives, including
Community Health Worker support, Education Health
Centers, precepting and student rotations opportunities
• Subscribe to or review our e-newsletter, QuickNotes — free!
• Discover how you can partner with us, support us or just be
friends with us

Check your October 1 email for log-in
information. Nothing there? Contact
webhelp@nwrpca.org to get started.
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25 - The Critical Advantage: Culture of
Service Excellence post ACA

Learning Objective 1: Recognize when chronic pain patients are just too high risk for opioids.

Track: Operations

Learning Objective 2: List several alternative approaches to
chronic pain management and the challenges and benefits
of implementing them.

CEUs: 1.5 PHR
With the advent of the Affordable Care Act, PCMH, and
increasing competition, exceptional customer service has
moved from a “nice to have” to a critical part of every interaction. The fact is, the quality of customer service in community health care directly influences patient and employee
engagement, clinical outcomes and the success of the health
center. That said, in today’s fast-paced and challenging
environment, organizations often find it difficult to create and
maintain a culture of service excellence. ln this informationpacked and highly interactive session, we will discuss specific
steps your department or organization can take to implement
or reinvigorate a culture of service excellence, as well as strategies to maintain culture change for the long term.

Learning Objective 3: Debate whether chronic non-malignant
pain is primarily a derangement of the dopaminergic pleasure
centers and thus exacerbated by opioids or, if not, what role
opioids can safely play in the management of chronic pain.
Presenter: Malcolm Butler, MD, Medical Director, Columbia
Valley Community Health
Sponsored by

Learning Objective 1: List specific and actionable steps for
creating a Culture of Service Excellence.
Learning Objective 2: Describe tips and strategies to manage change for success.
Learning Objective 3: Explain how to maintain a Culture of
Service Excellence for the long term.
Presenter: Lisa Mouscher, CEO/Lead Consultant, Sogence
Training and Consulting

26 - Managing Chronic Pain without
Opioids
Track: Pain Management
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Four years ago this CHC Medical Director mobilized his
Washington community to collaborate to significantly curtail
the flow of opioids related to pain management. Quickly
realizing a dramatic reduction in deaths related to prescription opioids, the CHC explored other positive ways to
address complex chronic pain issues. Hear from a seasoned
CHC provider who believes that chronic pain patients can be
managed largely without opioids — and how his health center
uses alternative approaches for pain management, resulting
in a calmer, more therapeutic primary care environment that
does not ignore or reject chronic pain patients.
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ALL NATURAL ● DRUG FREE ● NON-INVASIVE ● PAIN RELIEF

“

Community Health Center of Lubbock has
been searching for an effective method to
deal with our unfunded clients lower back
pain. We are excited that Avazzia has a
solution that we are working to
incorporate into our practice.
Michael Sullivan, MBA, CPA
Chief Executive Officer
Community Health Center of Lubbock

”

Avazzia Inc. ● 13140 Coit Road Suite 515 Dallas, TX 75240 ● avazzia.com ● (T) (214) 575-2820 ● (F) (214) 575-2824
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27 - Top Ten Questions CEOs and CFOs
Should Ask about Maximizing Revenue

conditions that impact health, in addition to improving the
health of individual patients.

Track: Fiscal

Learning Objective 1: Explain the implications and
importance of collecting and tracking enabling services data.

CEUs: 1.5 CPE
With so much going on and an abundance of information,
what is really important? What necessary items should
your CHC think about? How do you maximize revenue?
How many staff do you need in various positions? How do
you define success? Attend this session and learn answers
to important questions which will help make your CHC
top tier.
Learning Objective 1: Explain how to measure revenue per
visit at your CHC vs. others.
Learning Objective 2: List ways to minimize loss from not
billing for rendered services.
Learning Objective 3: Describe new ways to maximize
private/self-pay payments.
Presenter: Ray Jorgensen, President & CEO, PMG, Inc.

28 - Leveraging Preventive and Enabling
Services to Improve Health Outcomes
Track: Community Health Improvement
Enabling Services (ES) are non-clinical services such as case
management and health education that are provided to
patients to support health care delivery and facilitate access
to care. ES are an essential component of comprehensive
services provided by CHCs. With the onset of healthcare
reform provisions, CHCs and other clinical organizations
are increasingly integrating ES and primary prevention
approaches to reduce rates of chronic disease and injury in
their patient populations and to control costs. This session
will review the concepts and elements of a “communitycentered health home” (CCHH), which builds on both
ACA investments in community prevention and health
homes and the tradition of community-focused work in
community health centers. Presenters will also review best
practices for collecting ES data and leveraging that data
to help CHCs address the community factors and social

Learning Objective 2: Describe the dynamic relationship between community conditions, clinical practice, and individual
health outcomes.
Learning Objective 3: Identify specific structural and systemwide changes that are necessary in order to promote effective
integration of community and clinical practice.
Presenters: Kristen Stoimenoff, Deputy Director, Health
Outreach Partners; Rea Pañares, Senior Advisor, Prevention
Institute

29 - Health Center-Hospital
Partnerships
Track: Operations
Community health centers and hospitals are frequent
partners in the healthcare delivery system. With the
onset of healthcare reform, these types of partnerships
are increasingly recognized as being essential to meeting
the goals of the “Triple Aim.” These partnerships can
oftentimes present significant challenges for the parties
involved; however, successful partnerships can provide
substantial benefits to the health center and hospital
involved, and more importantly, to the community and
patients served. This session will explore common models
of collaboration, and review processes and actions for
forging productive health center-hospital partnerships.
Learning Objective 1: Discuss common models of health
center-hospital partnerships.
Learning Objective 2: Identify opportunities and challenges for creating health center-hospital partnerships.
Learning Objective 3: List three best practices for establishing a successful health center-hospital partnership.
Presenter: Merle Cunningham, PhD, Faculty of The Milken
Institute, School of Public Health at George Washington
University
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30 - CHC Basics: An Introduction to
Community Health
Are you new to the CHC family? If you are a new grantee,
staff person or board member, please join us to learn about
the Community Health Center system, including the history,
organization, and program expectations for CHCs. Learn
about the lead agencies and organizations that support and
collaborate with CHCs and the legislation and policies that
affect them.

31 - Common Audit Findings and How
to Prevent Them
Track: Fiscal
CEUs: 1.5 CPE

Learning Objective 1: Explain the core history and mission
of the CHC system.

This presentation will practically frame the auditor’s guidelines in audit finding determinations. The various types of
audit findings will be defined and explained so that you know
what to look for to prepare yourself for a successful financial
statement audit and single audit process. Examples of common findings will be presented with practical considerations
of how to prevent them and avoid the many audit traps.

Learning Objective 2: List key legislation and policies
related to the CHC system.

Learning Objective 1: Define, categorize, and prioritize the
various types of audit findings.

Learning Objective 3: Identify lead agencies and organizations that collaborate with and support CHCs.

Learning Objective 2: Explain the auditor’s process in audit
finding determinations.

Presenters: Andrea Martin, Workforce Development and
Member Services Director, CHAMPS; Seth Doyle, Community Health Improvement Program Manager, NWRPCA

Learning Objective 3: Provide examples of common findings and how to prevent them
Presenter: Brian Newton, Senior Manager, Jones & Roth
CPAs and Business Advisors

Do your Policies, Procedures, and
Credentials look like this?

Can you find them?
Manage them?
Use them to train your employees?

Are you ready for an intensive compliance audit?

We have your Solution

Visit us at our booth

here at the NWRPCA Convention

www.Qfms.org

2011 AND 2014 PCMH IS HERE

ARE YOU READY?
Achieving PCMH recognition can be complex, with changes in staff roles,
policies and procedures. Learn to navigate the process successfully.

Quality First Healthcare Consulting, Inc.
100% client NCQA PCMH recognition success rate with most receiving level-3 recognition


Visit us at our booth
at the NWRPCA convention

www.Qfhc.com
CJChitty@Qfhc.com

Wednesday, October 22

obtain resources for outreach planning for the 2014 open
enrollment period.

32A - Outreach 2.0: Planning &
Conducting Outreach for Open
Enrollment

Learning Objective 1: Describe how to leverage
community partnerships to maximize consumer
engagement.

Track: Outreach and Enrollment
Community health centers focused primarily on in-reach
during the 2013 open enrollment period. Moving forward,
CHCs will invest more effort on outreach activities to
engage the community and target specific populations.
As a key community member, CHCs partner with other
community organizations for various activities throughout
the year. Looking ahead, CHC’s should partner with community organizations to support their outreach efforts and
maximize enrollment. Leveraging and engaging community
partnerships can help CHCs reach specific populations
and build strong community relationships. In this session,
participants will learn about the importance of community
partnerships for outreach planning, hear best practices, and

Learning Objective 2: Identify and target specific populations for outreach planning.
Learning Objective 3: Explain effective outreach strategies for the 2014-2015 open enrollment period.
Presenters: Sarah Brantley, Program Enrollment Manager,
Salud Family Health Center; Elizabeth Cross, Director of
Patient Eligibility, Clinica Family Health Services; Daphne
Pie, Manager of Access & Outreach, Public Health - Seattle
& King County
Sponsored by
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32B – Outreach 2.0: Planning &
Conducting Outreach for Open
Enrollment
Track: Outreach and Enrollment
Community health centers (CHC) are positioned to build
strong relationships with community organizations to support programs. These relationships help foster community
growth and support of CHC services. Engaging and leveraging community partnerships can help CHCs outreach
efforts. How should a CHC approach a potential partner?
How should CHCs strategize these partnerships to support
outreach efforts for the next open enrollment period? Find
answers in this interactive and facilitated workshop.
Learning Objective 1: Learn how to identify and approach
community organizations to foster partnerships.
Learning Objective 2: Describe effective partnerships that
CHCs can develop to widen their outreach.

Improving Patient Care through
Shared, Cost Effective Technology Services
Application Services
Operations & Hosting
Integration Services
EDI & Claim Services
Program Management Office
PCMH & Meaningful Use

For more information contact:
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Roy O. La Croix, CEO
1.206.454.2811

rlacroix@ptsowa.org
www.ptsowa.com

Learning Objective 3: Discuss resources and tools to build
strategies for outreach to specific populations.
Presenter: Kristen Stoimenoff, Deputy Director, Health
Outreach Partners
Sponsored by

33 – Hospitality as a Way of Improving
Patient Care
Track: HR/Workforce
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
Health care institutions are faced with increasing demands
and continual change in caring for indigent and vulnerable
populations. Everyone is expected to do more with less,
and the quality of our interactions impacts our outcomes.
Given this reality, how do we keep our workforce focused
on the very principles that first drew us to the health care
field? This presentation will share the story behind the
unique collaboration between Clinica Family Health Services
and Kaiser Permanente’s Care Equity Project, along with
implementation, outcomes, and the sustainability plan
resulting from the collaboration. The presentation will
demonstrate the successful implementation and evaluation
of a collaborative approach to theatre-based teaching that
educates, motivates, and inspires.
Learning Objective 1: Describe how experiential education
provides skill-building and instigates learning.
Learning Objective 2: Explain how a community-based collaboration evolved into an organizational initiative.
Learning Objective 3: Discuss the ways increased awareness and persistent focus on the impact of behavior can
create a culture of hospitality.
Presenters: Patsy Byers, VP of Human Resources, and Lauren
Jensen, Project Manager, Clinica Family Health Services;
Betty Hart, Special Projects Coordinator, Kaiser Permanente
Educational Theatre Programs Colorado

Session descriptions, continued
34 – Meaningful Use: Policy Shifts in
Stages 2 & 3
Track: Operations
Get ready for the next step in health IT evolution! On
Jan. 2014, Stage 2 Meaningful Use hit full stride with the
emergence of new technologies and measurement emphasis. This presentation will offer an overview of the Stage 2
requirements, including the recent policy shifts in certified
EHR technology and anticipated revised timelines, and
explore technologies that must be in place for patient engagement and interoperability. Learn about policy shifts in
timelines and certification for the 2014 calendar year. This
session will also provide insight into policymakers’ work in
crafting measures for Stage 3 and how embracing Meaningful Use can best align your clinic for the future under
healthcare reform.
Learning Objective 1: Identify new technologies and areas
of clinic redesign required for the Stage 2 Meaningful Use
measures.
Learning Objective 2: Describe the advancing role of
health IT in engaging patients and managing transitions of
care.
Learning Objective 3: Differentiate between the timelines
for Stages 2 and 3.
Presenter: Adele Allison, National Director of Industry/Gov't
Affairs, Greenway Health

35 – Access is the Answer: Advocacy in
the New Era of Health Care
Track: Policy/Environment
Health Centers provide high-quality, low-cost health care
to people who need it – regardless of their ability to pay.
Those who know about Health Centers know that the access
to care they provide is the answer to many of this country’s
health care problems. Nevertheless, in 2016, the law as written will result in a 70% funding decrease for Health Centers.
With so much at stake, Health Centers need to be informed
and prepared to take action in order to continue providing
high-quality health care to their patients. This session will
first review the basics of the Health Centers funding cliff
expected to occur in 2016. It will then focus on NACHC’s

advocacy strategy to ensure appropriate levels of funding for
Health Centers, called “Access is the Answer,” as well advocacy resources Health Centers can use to engage staff and
patients in the “Access is the Answer” campaign.
Learning Objective 1: Explain the fundamental policy
challenges facing Health Centers, including the FY2016
Health Centers funding cliff.
Learning Objective 2: Describe NACHC’s strategy for
ensuring appropriate levels of funding for Health Centers,
called “Access is the Answer.”
Learning Objective 3: Identify strategies for developing an
advocacy infrastructure so as to be prepared to participate
in “Access is the Answer” and take action on issues important
to Health Centers that may arise in the years ahead.
Presenter: Dan Hawkins, Senior Vice President of Public
Policy and Research, NACHC

36 – Medicare PPS New Rules and Cost
Report Questions
Track: Fiscal
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
Per requirements set forth by the CMS, health centers will
begin to transition to the new Medicare PPS rate on October
1, 2014. We will discuss implementation of the new rules,
internal preparation considerations for billers and providers,
and reimbursement. We will review how the new rules will
affect current charges and its potential financial impacts.
The presenters will also discuss potential impact on the cost
report and highlight the most common areas of difficulty for
cost report preparers. Participants will be encouraged to ask
questions related to cost report preparation.
Learning Objective 1: Gain a better understanding of the
Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS).
Learning Objective 2: Acquire useful information concerning implementation of the new G-codes.

Learning Objective 3: Discuss the importance of the health
center’s internal charge structure and reimbursement under
Medicare PPS.
Presenters: Kyla Delgado, CPA, and DeeAnne Bachtold,
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP

37 - Employee Development Innovative Career Ladders
Track: HR/Workforce
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
Best hiring practices may not be enough to recruit and retain
entry-level staff; many health center staff desire a pathway
to advance in their field. Career ladders can encourage that
inherent motivation to learn and grow. In this session, you will
learn the process that Salud Family Health Centers used to
develop a ladder ranking for its entry level staff. The presenter will share the essential components of development, how
to gain employee participation, and key challenges.

Session descriptions, continued

Learning Objective 1: Define the essential components of
ladder development.
Learning Objective 2: Identify the supporting documents
and tools needed to develop career ladders and career ladder entrance.
Learning Objective 3: Discuss three key challenges to
prepare for and overcome.
Presenter: Teri Brogdon, Education and Training Design
Director, Salud Family Health Centers

38 - Payment Reform: Assess your
Health Center Readiness
Track: Operations
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
Health centers have the unique ability to provide high-quality, cost-effective care that engages patients, and thus are
well positioned to achieve the Triple Aim. At the same time,
payment reform efforts have critical implications for health
centers’ mission to provide care to underserved populations
in an increasingly competitive market. However, not all health
centers are prepared to effectively engage in payment reform
activities. Learn about the new Payment Reform Readiness
Assessment tool developed by NACHC and JSI to help
health centers assess their readiness to engage in payment
reform activities, and to identify opportunities for improvement.

39 – Health and Housing: How Clinics
Can Address the Housing Needs of
their Patients
Track: Community Health Improvement
Community health centers (CHCs) provide a broad range
of services to their patients beyond clinical care. There has
been increasing recognition that social and environmental factors play an influential role in a person’s health, and
CHCs are ideally positioned to provide a more comprehensive set of non-medical services and resources to their
patients. Housing insecurity, or the lack of access to clean,
safe, and affordable housing, is an increasing problem in
many communities. Many CHCs have played a key role
in providing affordable housing and linking housing and
health services. This session will explore how CHCs can
help address the housing needs of their patients, how to
utilize existing health and housing funding resources, and
discuss several successful examples of CHCs’ involvement
with public housing redevelopment, supportive housing for
special needs populations, and joint development of CHCs
and affordable housing.
Learning Objective 1: Define linkages between community
health, affordable housing, and other social and environmental factors.
Learning Objective 2: Identify partnership opportunities
between community health centers and affordable housing
organizations.

Learning Objective 1: Describe four key areas of competency required for successful participation in payment
reform.

Learning Objective 3: List funding sources available for
joint development of community health centers and affordable housing.

Learning Objective 2: Identify key staff to involve in assessing payment reform readiness.

Presenters: Justin Chen, Loan Officer, Enterprise Community Loan Fund; David Kleiber, Project Consultant, Capital Link;
Leslie Tallyn, Senior Director of Clinical Operations & Quality,
Central City Concern

Learning Objective 3: Differentiate between three levels of
readiness for payment reform.
Presenters: DaShawn Groves, Assistant Director of State
Affairs, National Association of Community Health Centers;
Stacey Moody, Senior Consultant, JSI
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40 – Next Generation Care Models –
Going Beyond the Medical Home

41 - Patient-Engagement and Patient
Power: Making it Real!

Track: Fiscal

Track: Outreach and Enrollment

CEUs: 1.5 CPE

Prepare to be informed, motivated and ready to act on
strategies to engage your patients as active members of
the care team! This workshop will span two sessions to
provide insight on the importance of increasing patient,
family and citizen engagement. We will explore principles,
barriers and strategies to transform your clinic culture into
a patient-centric organization. Learn how to use health IT
to connect with patients and caregivers, create revenue
and drive value.

As the shortage of primary care physicians increases and
Medicare enrollment grows, payment models will shift
toward a focus on value and reimbursement will become
increasingly linked to measurements of quality and efficiency. Payment reform will force physician-focused organizations, including Federally Qualified Health Centers, to
adapt to a payment environment that rewards value over
volume.
During this session, we will discuss new care models that
physician groups are employing to change the way care is
provided. We will review the ways groups are transitioning
to team care models. We will discuss issues, concerns and
obstacles that physician groups need to consider while evaluating potential care model changes.
Learning Objective 1: Gain a better understanding of political and environmental changes driving the need for care
model changes.
Learning Objective 2: Describe useful care model changes
that primary care physicians are making.
Learning Objective 3: Discuss the major issues and obstacles that organization need to consider when evaluating
changes in care models.
Presenter: Anthony Werner, Manager (Healthcare) CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP

Tweet this:

#FPCC14
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Learning Objective 1: Identify the pillars of patient and
family engagement.
Learning Objective 2: Discuss the obstacles faced by
safety-net providers in patient engagement.
Learning Objective 3: Engage in peer-learning to share
knowledge, resources and strategies.
Presenters: Adele Allison, National Director of Industry/Gov't
Affairs, Greenway Health; Jessica Burkard, O & E Project
Manager, NWRPCA

42 -Workforce Benchmarking & Trends
- Region 8 & 10 Salary Survey Results
Track: HR/Workforce
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
The health centers of Region VIII and Region X ("Region
18") make up a unique group of employers that benefit from
analysis of their own workforce-related benchmarks and
trends. During the spring and summer of 2014, CHAMPS
and NWRPCA undertook region-wide surveys of the community, migrant, and homeless health centers in Region VIII
and Region X to collect salary, benefits, turnover, vacancy,
and other workforce data from over 100 organizations. This
session will both highlight findings contained in the individual
reports for each region, including regional comparisons and
trends for a wide variety of workforce metrics, and provide
a venue for discussing the impact of these findings for their
health centers. The session will conclude with a brief look

Session descriptions, continued

at CHAMPS and NWRPCA programming in support of
maintaining a strong and engaged workforce in "Region 18"
health centers.

To access “WestinMeetingRooms” wireless

Learning Objective 1: Identify benchmarks and trends in
Region 18 health center data relating to workforce, including
salary levels, benefits packages, turnover and vacancy rates,
and medical staffing.
Learning Objective 2: Understand how other health center
staff are using workforce metrics to update and improve
their policies and procedures.
Learning Objective 3: Understand the ways CHAMPS
and NWRPCA support ongoing health center efforts to
strengthen their current and future workforce.
Presenters: Trish Bustos, Workforce Manager, NWRPCA;
Andrea Martin, Workforce Development and Member Services Director, CHAMPS

“When one of our members
needs quick, effective assistance
with a HRSA grant application,
I refer them immediately
to Rebecca Johnson at HCS. She
manages our cooperative
agreement and does a
great job for our CHCs too.”
—Lynn Gerlach,
NWRPCA Development and
Communication Manager

Password: FPCC14

To download mobile app
eventmobi.com/FPCC14

To access presentations and handouts
from the 2014 Fall Primary Care Conference
www.NWRPCA.org/fall2014
Username: fall2014
Password: 1Fallconfer!

Let’s get your
CHC in order.
consulting services for FQHCs,
look alikes, and rural health centers

health center
solutions
rebecca@healthcentersolutions.com
360.319.1429 | healthcentersolutions.com

43 - ICD-10: Keeping up the Momentum
Track: Operations
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
With the delay of ICD-10 I can take a break, right? Absolutely not, community health centers should use this additional time to help prepare and train key staff members on
the changes ahead. The ICD-10 initiative can change the way
you receive payment as well as how you send out your claims.
Have you completed a clinical documentation assessment?
Talked with your staff? Are they aware of the changes ahead?
What are your training plans? Now is the time to plan and
prepare. This session will give you tools that you can use to
refine your current plan or start from scratch.
Learning Objective 1: Prepare and identify the resources
and tools needed today to prepare for the future of ICD-10.
Learning Objective 2: Define key personnel who should be
involved.
Learning Objective 3: List what you need to complete a
clinical documentation assessment.
Presenter: Tracy Olsten, CO Coalition for the Homeless

44 - Integrating Public Health
Screening Recommendations into
Primary Care
Track: Community Health Improvement
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Healthcare system changes have shifted some at-risk populations to an expanded network of primary care providers. This
expanded pool of clinicians needs to screen, diagnose, treat,
and counsel those with sexually transmitted infections. By
promoting evidence-based STD clinical preventive services,
community health centers can directly impact the health of
their community. These services include population-specific
screening for CT, GC, and Syphilis; promoting HPV and Hep
B vaccines; and integrating strategies for HIV and Hep C
screening. Examples of successful programs will be discussed.
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Learning Objective 1: Describe the importance of integrating public health strategies into primary care.
Learning Objective 2: List six screening strategies for improving the reproductive/sexual health of the community.
Learning Objective 3: Discuss screening strategies for HIV
and Hep C in a community health center.
Presenter: Grace Alfonsi, Primary Care Physician, Denver
PTC / Denver Health

45 - Determining the True Cost of Care
Track: Fiscal
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
As payment and care delivery models evolve, it is critical
that health centers be prepared to explore new healthcare
delivery and value-based payment methodologies, including
emerging ACO and IPA models. This session will look at how
to evaluate the true cost of providing care and how data plays
a significant role in evaluation. Gain an overview of available
payment methodologies and insight as to how health centers
can best position themselves for success given the current
demands of the healthcare marketplace.
Learning Objective 1: Define the total cost of care for various patient populations.
Learning Objective 2: Explain the role data has relative to
quality and reimbursement.
Learning Objective 3: Evaluate current and future reimbursement rates and methodologies.
Presenter: Jennifer Nolty, Director, Innovative Primary Care,
NACHC
Sponsored by

NACHC SALUTES
CHAMPS and NWRPCA
Best wishes for a great fall conference!

Tom Van Coverden
President and CEO

Gary Wiltz, MD
Chair of the Board

It’s officially unofficial.
We’re partnering on your behalf.
CHAMPS and NWRPCA regularly join efforts to
strengthen the community health centers in
HRSA Regions VIII and X. In fact, we’ve partnered
together so often — for our annual Fall Conference,
important training programs, our Education Health
Center Initiative and many other efforts — that
we’ve taken on the nickname “Region 18.” It’s
unofficial but friendly. When we work together, you’ll
see this logo, but we are always still Community
Health Association of Mountain/Plains States and
Northwest Regional Primary Care Association.
Strength in numbers without losing our identity.

CHAMPS
NWRPCA

Alaska · Oregon · Idaho · Washington

ALASKA · COLORADO · IDAHO · MONTANA · NORTH DAKOTA · OREGON · SOUTH DAKOTA · UTAH · WASHINGTON · WYOMING

healthy communities

ten states strong
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1672 Lawrence St.
Denver, Colorado 80202
P: (303) 572-7208 F: (303) 572-7236
www.westindenverdowntown.com
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